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1. Introduction

1.1  Revelation War: The Coming Struggle  
for the Holy Land (RW)

If America continues its zigzag withdraw from impe-
rium, there will be vast global repercussions. In and 
around Israel, the international security guarantees put 
in place there with the 1978 Camp David Accords will 
effectively be gone. 

This near-future what-if wargame investigates that 
Israeli worst-case scenario. Left on their own in that 
way, they must fight to a defeat a coalition of Hezbol-
lah, Hamas, Russia, China, Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Iran and 
Turkey — and they must try to win without resorting to 
the use of atomic weapons or other WMD. Cynically, the 
Anti-Israel Coalition player “wins” by doing well enough 
on the conventional battlefield to force the Israelis to go 
atomic, thereby setting World War III into motion. 

The game isn’t meant as a staging of the Biblical proph-
esies in the books of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel and 
Revelation. Even so, the overlap between those prophe-
sies and the potential strategic situation being modeled 
here are numerous. We’ve therefore included a set of 15 
iconic counters, each depicting a character or scene 
from those Biblical “end times” descriptions. Players can 
incorporate them into the game in any ways that best 
suit their own religious outlooks and predilections.

1.2 Scales

Each hexagon on the map represents 7.5 miles (12 ki-
lometers) from side to opposite side. The units of ma-
neuver are brigades, divisions, corps and entire armies. 
Air power and cyberwarfare are represented abstractly, 
with counters and rules showing their effects on ma-
neuver and combat in the physical world. Each full turn 
represents one day of real time.

1.3 Anti-Israel Coalition

If a rule is said to apply to “Anti-Israel Coalition (AIC) 
units,” it applies to all the units in the game belonging to 
the nations and factions opposed to Israel: China, Iran, 
Russia, Turkey, Syria, Hezbollah, Jordan, Egypt, and the 
Gaza and West Bank Palestinians. 

Those latter two groups aren’t further differentiated. 
That’s in order to allow for nominal regime change 
within either or both them, while assuming their overall 

anti-Israel orientation remains the same. Similarly, Egypt 
and Jordan are assumed to have become radically Is-
lamist soon after the final American departure from the 
region.

If a rule applies to some AIC units but not to all, the 
specific nation or grouping to which it applies will be 
stated.

1.4 Orders of Battle

Both sides’ orders of battle are drawn directly or extrap-
olated from their current organizational structures. 

For example, there are no Chinese units presently in this 
region; however, their Airborne Corps of the People’s 
Liberation Army Air Force (formerly XV Airborne Corps) 
has recently been identified as their “premier strategic 
intervention force.” That’s therefore the formation we 
assume would be deployed to protect the integrity of 
the portion of their new “Maritime Silk Road” running 
through the Suez Canal (after being air-transported 
there via their recently acquired bases in Gwadar and 
Djibouti).

Similarly, the Russians are currently organizing their 
“First Guards Red Banner Tank Army” to be their ultra-
elite offensive grouping (actually the equivalent of large 
Western corps), so we chose that title to their unit in the 
game.

2.0 Components

2.1 Components

The Components to a complete game of RW include 
these rules, the mapsheet and the sheet of 176 die-cut 
counters, which are also referred to as “units” and “unit-
counters.” Players must provide a standard six-sided die 
to resolve combat and other probabilistic game events.

2.2 Game Map

The map illustrates the militarily significant terrain 
found in and around Israel when portrayed at this scale 
under these system dynamics. A hexagonal (“hex”) grid 
is printed over the map to regulate the placement and 
movement of units across it, much as in Chess and 
Checkers. A unit is considered to be in only one hex at 
any one time. 

Every hex on the map has a unique four-digit identifica-
tion number printed within it. They’re provided to help 
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find exact locations more quickly and to allow for the 
recording of unit positions if a game has to be taken 
down before it can be completed. For example, the  
Syrian city of Damascus in hex 3900.

2.3 Unit-Counters

Most of the unit-counters represent combat formations, 
while others are informational markers and memory 
aids. After reading through these rules at least once, 
carefully punch out the counters. Using a nail clipper 
(or a purpose-designed counter-clipping device) to 
remove the nub-like “dog ears” from their corners will 
facilitate the units’ easy handling and stacking during 
play, and it will also demonstrate to your opponents 
your samurai-like determination and discipline.

2.4 Sample Combat Unit

Each combat unit-counter displays several pieces of in-
formation: nationality, specific historical identification, 
unit type and size, combat and step strengths, move-
ment allowance or other special status.

The illustration shows the full-strength increment of the Israeli Armored Corps.  
It has an attack factor of 16, a defense factor of 12 and step-strength of 8.

2.5 Nationality

A unit’s nationality, and therefore the side it’s on,  
is shown by its color scheme.

ISRAELI UNITS

Blue on white

ANTI-ISRAEL COALITION UNITS

Chinese (C) — white on scarlet

Egyptian (E) — black on orange

Iranian (I) — white on black

Jordanian (J) — black on tan

Russian (R) — black on scarlet

Syrian (S) — black on yellow

Turkish (T) — black on green

2.6 Specific Identifications & Abbreviations

All units are given their specific identities by the num-
bers or names used to designate those formations. 
Those abbreviations are as follows. 

AIC ABBREVIATIONS

1G — Russian 1st Guards Red Banner Tank Army 
AC — Chinese Airborne Corps 
5A — Syrian 5th Attack Corps 
CC — Jordanian Central Command 
EC — Jordanian Eastern Command 
NC — Jordanian Northern Command 
SC — Jordanian Southern Command 
IHB — Imam Hussein (Basij Militia) Brigades 
RG — Syrian Republican Guard Division 
RGC — Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps 
SFC — Syrian Special Forces Command 
SOC — Jordanian Special Operations Command

ISRAELI ABBREVIATIONS

AC — Armored Corps 
IC — Infantry Corps 
R — Reserve 
T — Territorial
Design Note. On Egyptian units, the two-digit I.D. numbers are to be 
read as: army-corps. For Example, the unit identified as “2-3” is the Third 
Corps of Second Army.

2.7 Unit Sizes

XXXX — army 
XXX — corps 
XX — division 
X — brigade

3900

Attack Factor Defense Factor

Unit Type Unit Size

Nationality 
ISRAELI 

Blue on White

Step Strength

Specific Unit Identity—
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Design Note. If a unit’s size symbol is beneath a bracket, that means 
it’s not officially designated as one of the common organizational sizes 
shown above, but the symbol shown is the one most closely approxi-
mated by it.

2.8 Unit Types

The following symbols in each counter’s unit-type box 
distinguish the various combat arms. 

 Israeli Mechanized Infantry or AIC Combined Arms
 Armor
 Motorized Infantry
 Motorized Paratroops
 Motorized Special Forces
 Palestinian Gaza & West Bank Static Forces
 Hezbollah Static Forces

2.9 Combat Factors (CF)

Attack and defense factors (AF & DF) — together called 
“combat factors” — are the measures of each unit’s abil-
ity to conduct those types of combat operations. Their 
specific uses are explained in section 11.0.

2.10 Movement Factors (MF)

This number is a measure of a unit’s ability to move 
across the hex grid printed over the map. Units pay var-
ied movement costs to enter different hexes, depend-
ing on the terrain in each. Unlike most wargames, the 
units’ MF aren’t printed on the counters. For AIC units 
they’re determined anew each time a unit is moved 
based on a die roll and their nationality as listed below. 
Israeli MF are based on general category, and no die 
rolls are involved. Palestinian and Hezbollah units never 
move except to go into the dead pile.

	 •	Russian & Chinese Units: MF = 8

	 •		All Other AIC Units: roll a die before each 
unit’s move, for an MF of 1 through 6.

Israeli movement factors are set rather than rolled up, 
and are based on their general category as listed below.

	 •	Territorial (T) Units: MF = 6.

	 •	Reserve (R) Units: MF = 7.

	 •	All Others: MF = 8
Design Note. In further regard to the MF of both sides, also see rule 7.4.

2.11 Step Strength

All ground units in the game have one through eight 
“strength steps,” which are also simply called “steps.” 
That’s an arbitrary term used to express the ability of a 
unit to absorb a certain amount of combat losses before 
ceasing to be an effective formation (a measure of its 
“robustness” in current US Army jargon).

Each unit’s current step strength is shown by the right-
most number printed along its bottom edge. If a two-
step unit suffers a one-step loss, it’s flipped over so its 
one-step side shows. If a one-step unit, or a two-stepper 
that’s already been “reduced,” suffers a step loss, it’s re-
moved from the map (“eliminated”) and placed into a 
“dead pile” off to the side. No fully eliminated unit is ever 
returned to play, at any level of step strength, for the 
remainder of the game.

All units of both sides begin play at their full step-
strength. No unit of either side ever regains lost step 
strength; units only grow weaker, never stronger, during 
play.

2.12 Multi-Step Units

The Russian and Chinese units, along with most Israeli 
units, have more than two strength-steps available with-
in them. When such units are reduced to step strengths 
below what’s shown on the backside of their strongest 
counter, remove that counter from the map and replace 
it with their next weaker “substitute” counter. Other than 
that, the principle of step reduction here is the same as 
described above in 2.11 for two-step units. 
Note that no multi-step unit will ever have more than one of its coun-
ters in play on the map at any one time. Also note that substitute coun-
ters are marked with large dots in their upper-left corners for easier 
identification as such.

2.13 Hezbollah & Palestinian Static Forces

These are only “units” in the most 
general sense. They are “static” in 
that they never move once placed 
on the map except to possibly 

(and permanently) go into the dead pile. They count 
for stacking and they each have step-strengths of one; 
however, they never attack nor do they exert zones of 

ISRAELI

PalestinianHezbollah
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control. Their defense strength is established anew each 
time they’re attacked. See 11.5 for details.

2.14 Other Marker-Counters

The uses of the following counters are explained at the 
appropriate points throughout the rest of the rules.  
 

•	Biblical	Imagery	Marker,	see	1.1

•	Turn	Marker,	see	section	5.0

•	Israeli	Airpower	Marker,	see	section	6.0

•	Cyberwar	Marker,	see	section	7.0

3.0  Set Up & Hex  
Control

3.1 In General

The players should first decide which side each will con-
trol. After that, they each take their own units and sort 
them onto and around the map according to sequence 
and instructions below.

3.2 Marker & Substitute Counter Set Asides

Both players should set off to the side of the map, within 
each reach, all the Cyberwar, Israeli Airpower and Bibli-
cal Imagery markers. Place the Turn marker in the num-
ber 1 box of the Turn Track printed on the mapsheet. 

The AIC player should take all the dotted Russian 1G and 
Chinese AC substitute unit-counters and set them off to 
the side of the map within his easy reach. Similarly, the 
Israeli player should take all the dotted substitute unit-
counters for his forces and set them off to the side of the 
map within easy reach.

3.3 Hezbollah & Palestinian Set Up

Both players cooperatively set up the Hezbollah and 
Palestinian static counters. One Hezbollah marker goes 
in each of the 14 hexes of southern Lebanon shown on 
the map. Each of the Palestinian markers has a specific 
Gaza or West Bank hex-number printed on its backside; 
place all of them accordingly. 
Note: there will be empty hexes remaining within the West Bank but 
not in Gaza.

3.4 Anti-Israel Coalition Mobile Units Set Up 

The AIC player should next place all his side’s mobile 
units as follows. 
Note that stacking rules (see section 8.0) are in effect during AIC set up.

•	The	Chinese	AC	unit	is	placed	in	Suez	City	(1426).

•	Egyptian	units	are	placed	anywhere	in	Egypt.

•	Jordanian	units	are	placed	in	any	hexes	in	Jordan.

•		The	Russian	unit,	along	with	all	Turkish,	Syrian	and	 
Iranian units, are placed in any hexes in Syria and/or  
Jordan.

3.5 Israeli Set Up

The Israeli player sets up all his side’s units in any hexes 
in Israel, along with any hexes in the West Bank that 
don’t have a Palestinian static unit in them. Note that 
the stacking rules (see section 8.0) are in effect during 
Israeli set up.

3.6 Hex Control

The idea of “hex control” — which side “owns” which 
hexes at any given instant — is important for judging 
victory (see section 4.0). At the start of play, the Israeli 
side controls all the hexes in that country along with 
all those in the West Bank that don’t have a Palestinian 
unit in them. The AIC side controls all other hexes on 
the map. 

The control status of a hex switches from one side to 
the other whenever a ground unit from the other side 
enters it. Control switching is immediate, and may oc-
cur and reoccur in the same hexes any number of times 
during play.

3.7 Hex Control vs. Zone of Control

Don’t confuse the idea of “hex control,” explained above, 
with that of “zones of control”(ZOC), which is explained 
in section 9.0. For now, all you need understand in re-
gard to the latter is the fact the mere projection of a 
ZOC into an enemy-controlled hex isn’t enough by itself 
to cause the control status of that hex to switch from 
one side to the other.

4.0 How to Win

4.1 In General

Both players have the opportunity to go on the attack 
and win the game offensively. The AIC player may also 

TurnBiblical CyberwarIsraeli 
Airpower
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win defensively by preventing too large a debacle from 
taking place within his coalition. The inescapable bur-
den of going onto the strategic offensive is therefore on 
the Israeli player.

4.2 AIC Sudden Death Victory

If, at any time during play, an AIC unit enters any Israeli 
city via advance-after-combat (see 11.11 & 11.17), that 
game is ended and the commander of the AIC has won 
the game (and nuclear Armageddon is assumed to fol-
low shortly thereafter).

4.3 Victory or Defeat on Points

At the end of the last turn of play (see 5.8), the Israeli 
player should total his “victory points” (VP) based on the 
list below in 4.4. 

•		If	 the	 Israeli	 player	 has	 four	 or	 fewer	 VP,	 that	 game	
has ended in an AIC victory. That means another and 
similar war can be expected to break out almost im-
mediately, and Israel will likely have to go atomic soon 
after its start. That will probably bring on a strategic-
level nuclear exchange with China and Russia, thereby 
in turn bringing on global ecological collapse and 
Armageddon. 

•		If	the	Israeli	player	has	five	or	six	VP,	that	game	has	end-
ed in a draw. That means another and similar war can 
be expected to break out again in the intermediate fu-
ture, though Israel may yet win that rematch without 
having to go atomic.

•		If	the	Israeli	player	has	seven	or	eight	VP,	that	game	has	
ended in an Israeli minor victory. That means another 
and similar war will likely be fought several years later 
in order to try again to finally resolve the issue.

•		If	the	Israeli	player	has	nine	or	more	VP,	that	game	has	
ended in an Israeli victory of Biblical proportions. That 
means peace will reign across the region for the fore-
seeable future (possibly as long as 1,000 years). 

4.4 Israeli Victory Point Awards

The VP in the list below can be accrued by the Israeli 
player in any order throughout the game.

1)  The Israeli player scores one VP for fully eliminating 
the Chinese unit. In further regard to the elimination 
of the AC, also see 7.2.

2)  The Israeli player scores one VP for fully eliminating 

the Russian unit. In further regard to the elimination 
of this unit, also see 7.2.

3)  The Israeli player scores two VP for having eliminated 
every Hezbollah unit in Lebanon from the map.

4)  The Israeli player scores one VP for having taken con-
trol of Amman (3912) at any time during the game. 
Once that’s done, he needn’t keep control of that 
hex in order to retain this point. If Amman is taken 
while one or more Jordanian units are still in play, fully 
eliminate them at that time.

5)  The Israeli player scores one VP for having taken con-
trol of Damascus (3900) at any time during the game. 
Once that’s done, he needn’t keep control of that hex 
in order to keep this point. If Damascus is taken while 
one or more Syrian units are still in in play, fully elimi-
nate all of them at that time.

6)  The Israeli player scores one VP for eliminating all Ira-
nian units.

7)  The Israeli player scores one VP for eliminating all 
Turkish units.

8)  The Israeli player scores two VP for having taken 
control of Cairo (1026) at any time during the game. 
Once that’s done, he needn’t keep control of that hex 
in order to keep these points. If Cairo is taken while 
there’s still one or more of Egyptian units in play, fully 
eliminate all of them at that time.

9)  The Israeli player scores one VP for having eliminated 
every Palestinian unit in Gaza.

10)  The Israeli player scores one VP for having eliminated 
every Palestinian unit in the West Bank.

5.0 Turn Sequence

5.1 In General

Every turn of RW is divided into seven major segments, 
called “phases.” Each full sequence of phases makes up 
one “game turn,” of which there are a maximum of seven 
in an entire match. 

Every action taken by a player must be carried out dur-
ing the appropriate part of the sequence outlined be-
low. Once a player has finished a particular phase or a 
specific activity within a phase, he may not go back to 
perform some forgotten action or redo a poorly execut-
ed one unless his opponent graciously permits it. 
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5.2 Turn Sequence

The full turn sequence is given below in outline. Each 
turn is played through using this exact and identical 
sequence.

GAME TURN SEQUENCE OUTLINE

I. Israeli Airpower Phase
II. Mutual Cyberwar Phase
III. Israeli Movement or Combat Phase
IV. Israeli Combat or Movement Phase
V. Anti-Israel Coalition Movement or Combat Phase
VI. Anti-Israel Coalition Combat or Movement Phase
VII. Administrative Phase

5.3 Move/Fight or Fight/Move 

At the start of every turn’s Phase III, the Israeli player 
must declare in what order he will carry out his side’s 
movement and combat phases that turn. That is, he 
may choose to have his units move first and attack after 
that, or he may take his combat phase first and move-
ment phase second. Similarly, at the start of every turn’s 
Phase V, the AIC player must make the same phase or-
der declaration for his side for that turn.

That decision is up to each player, decided and an-
nounced on a turn by turn basis. No matter what phase 
order a player chooses, all his units are allowed to par-
ticipate to the limit of their normal capabilities in them. 

The players only make one phase order declaration at 
the times described above, which is then applied to all 
his units throughout that turn. Neither may choose one 
phase order for some of his units and the other phase 
order for other units.

5.4  Fight/Move & Move/Fight Combat Bonus  
& Penalty 

During turns in which the Israeli player chooses the 
fight/move phase sequence, all his attacks are consid-
ered “prepared,” and they therefore gain a one-column-
right shift on the CRT in conjunction with all other ap-
plicable shifts. 

The AIC player never has the fight/move prepared at-
tack bonus described above available for his force’s at-
tacks. Further, if he chooses the move/fight sequence, 
all his side’s attacks that turn suffer a one-column-left 
shift on the CRT in conjunction with all other applicable 
shifts. 

Note: when the Israeli player chooses move/fight, he suffers no penalty, 
but he does thereby give up the fight/move prepared assault bonus for 
that turn.

5.5 Israeli Airpower Phases

On Turn 1 there is no Israeli Airpower Phase, nor are any 
of those markers available for that player’s use that turn. 
The Israeli Air Force is assumed to be fully committed 
that turn in destroying the AIC air forces on their bases.

At the start of every subsequent turn’s Phase I, the Israeli 
player openly rolls a die and receives and deploys that 
number (one through six) of airpower markers. See sec-
tion 6.0 for details on those deployments.

5.6 Mutual Cyberwar Phases

At the start of every turn’s Phase II, both players openly 
roll a number of dice and compare those totals to see 
which side has “cyber dominance” for that turn. For de-
tails on that, see section 7.0.

5.7 Administrative Phases

Use these phases to tidy up around the map, making 
sure the various markers are retrieved and readied for 
reuse.

5.8 Ending a Turn & Ending a Game

Turns are completed when each one’s Phase VII is con-
cluded. At those times move forward by one box the 
Turn marker on the track printed on the mapsheet and 
start Phase I of the next turn. If the Turn just ended is 
Turn 7, that game is over. Consult section 4.0 to deter-
mine who won.

6.0 Israeli Airpower

6.1 In General

These rules have been crafted to build in the general 
Israeli air superiority assumed to be unchallengeable by 
the AIC. 

6.2 Marker Placement

An available Israeli Airpower marker (see 5.5) may be 
placed by that player in any hex on the map. Friendly 
and enemy ground unit and/or ZOC presence has no 
bearing on this. Note, though, no more than one mark-
er may be placed in any one hex. All available markers 
must be deployed as soon as they become available 
during Phase I of Turns 2 through 7.
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6.3 Range

Every airpower marker on the map effects the hex in 
which it’s placed and all of the immediately surround-
ing hexes. That combined area is termed its “range.” If 
the ranges of two or more airpower markers overlap, 
there are no additive effects because of it.

6.4 Israeli Airpower’s Effect on AIC Movement

For an AIC unit or stack to make a move into a hex that’s 
in range of one or more airpower markers, it must pay 
an extra movement point (MP) to do so for each such 
hex entered, for both in-hex and hexside costs. Airpow-
er markers have no effect, positive or negative, on the 
movement of Israeli forces.

6.5 Israeli Airpower in Combat

If an Israeli force makes an attack into a hex that’s in 
range of one or more airpower markers, that attack 
gains a one-column rightward shift (cumulative with 
all other applicable shifts). Conversely, if an AIC attack 
is launched against an Israeli force, and that Israeli force 
is in range of one or more airpower markers, that Israeli 
defense benefits from a one-column leftward shift (cu-
mulative with all other applicable shifts). Those airpow-
er shifts never amount to more than one column per 
battle, no matter how many markers are in range.

6.6 Marker Retrieval & Reuse

Deployed airpower markers generally remain on the 
map until Phase VII each turn (but see 7.6 for the excep-
tion), at which time they’re retrieved for possible use 
again in the next turn. Airpower markers are never sub-
ject to elimination; all the markers are always available 
for use as described above. 

7.0 Cyberwar

7.1 In General

The Cyberwar Phase represents both sides’ efforts 
at gaining a combat advantage through the use of 

networked computers, the internet and the cloud. 

7.2 Procedure

At the start of every turn’s Mutual Cyberwarfare Phase 
follow the procedure given below. The player who wins 
that comparison has the temporary cyberwarfare ad-
vantage for that turn. The winning player (reroll ties) 
should select the number of Cyberwarfare Point (CWP) 
markers from the counter-mix equal to his overall CWP 
superiority point count. For example, if the Israeli play-
er’s dice roll totaled 12 and that of the AIC player totaled 
nine, the Israeli player has dominance that turn with 
three CWP available for him to deploy into play.

The general rule in regard to the number of dice to 
rolled is: the Israeli player will roll four dice, and the AIC 
player will roll three. If, however, the Chinese AC unit is 
fully eliminated, the AIC player will thereafter roll one 
fewer die on that account. Similarly, if the Russian 1G 
unit is fully eliminated, the AIC player will thereafter roll 
one fewer die on that account. So, if both those units 
are fully eliminated, the AIC player would roll only one 
cyberwar die on that account. 

If the AIC player’s die roll number has been decreased by 
one or two, it may never be increased again afterward. 
Also note the only way the number of dice rolled by the 
Israeli player may be decreased is under the provision of 
rule 7.3 below.

No CWP may be saved beyond the end of the turn in 
which it’s received. 

7.3 Massive Cyber Attack

It costs six CWP to make a massive cyber attack. If you 
have 12 or more CWP, you may decide to make two such 
attacks simultaneously. The effect of cyber attacks isn’t 
felt immediately; however, during the resolution of the 
following turn’s Cyberwar Phase your opponent rolls 
one fewer die (or two fewer if you make two attacks). 

The decision to launch a massive cyberwar attack must 
be announced to your opponent immediately during 
the Mutual Cyberwar Phase in which the CWP to be 
used for it are earned. There’s no variability in the out-
come of a cyberwar attack, simply expending six (or 
12) points is enough to guarantee the outcome of the  
effort. 

Range

RANGE
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7.4 Enemy Command-Control Disruption

To disrupt an enemy ground unit, you should place the 
desired number of your available CWP atop it on the 
map. The effect of each CWP on their target unit is as 
follows.

•		For	movement	purposes,	each	CWP	causes	a	one	MP	
deduction from the movement allowance that would 
otherwise be available to the cyber-attacked unit. It’s 
possible for a unit to be fully immobilized in this way.

•		One	or	more	CWP	atop	an	Israeli	unit	also	prevents	it	
from using column movement that turn (see 10.14).

•		For	combat	purposes,	each	one	of	your	CWP	atop	an	
enemy unit generates a one attack factor addition to 
the combat differential calculation in any convention-
al (non-cyber) attack you make against that unit that 
turn. Similarly, any attacking enemy force that has atop 
it one or more of your side’s CWP gives your defending 
force in that battle a one defense factor addition dur-
ing the differential calculation process. 

7.5 Friendly Command-Control Enhancement

For the cost of one CWP you may, at any time during 
your opponent’s movement phase that turn, force him 
to stop moving in order to allow you to interrupt his 
activities with a move of a unit of your own. When you 
make such a call, your opponent is allowed to finish the 
move of the unit he is conducting at the time of your 
interruption. If you make the call at an instant when 
he’s clearly not in the process of conducting a particular 
move, he doesn’t get a ‘bonus’ move before your inter-
ruption goes into effect; you simply make your phase-
interrupting move and he then resumes his movement 
phase.

For the cost of one CWP you may, at any time during 
your opponent’s combat phase that turn, force him to 
stop resolving his own side’s attacks in order to allow 
you to interrupt his activities with an attack of your own. 
When you make such a call, your opponent is allowed to 
finish the resolution of the attack he was conducting at 
the time of your interruption. If you make the call at an 
instant when he’s clearly not in the process of conduct-
ing a particular attack, he doesn’t get a ‘bonus’ attack be-
fore your interruption goes into effect; you simply make 
your phase-interrupting attack and he then resumes his 
combat phase. One CWP will allow one of your units to 

attack; if you want it to be a multi-hex attack, you need 
to expend one CWP for each hex of the attacking force. 
Note that the participation of your units in friendly command-control 
enhancement operations doesn’t in any way inhibit those same units 
from also participating normally in your own side’s movement and 
combat phases later that same turn. Conversely, friendly units that 
already participated in your own side’s movement and/or combat 
phases that turn may also still be activated later in the turn during your 
opponent’s movement and combat phases.

All normal movement, ZOC and combat rules, costs, 
etc., apply during these kinds of operations.

7.6 Israeli Air Superiority Disruption

All the options given above are potentially available to 
both players based solely on their CWP. This option is 
only available to the AIC player. That is, he may expend 
CWP to remove Israeli Airpower markers from the map 
at the rate of one CWP expended for one airpower 
marker removed.

8.0 No Stacking

8.1 In General

Stacking is the term used to describe the piling of more 
than one friendly unit in the same hex at the same time. 
Stacking is extremely limited in this game. That is, in 
general, there may never be more than one friendly unit 
in any hex at any one time. Units of the two opposing 
sides never stack together, not even for an instant.

8.2 AIC Non-Stacking

For AIC units, the stacking rules are in effect all through 
every phase of every turn. That player therefore needs 
to be careful in regard to the order in which he moves 
his units; otherwise, moves made carelessly early in his 
movement phase may work to jam up his units later in 
that phase. 

8.3 Israeli Non-Stacking

The Israeli player is also generally governed by the no-
stacking provision set out above for the AIC player; 
however, there’s an important difference. That is, the 
Israeli no-stacking rule is only enforced at the end of 
every Israeli unit’s move. During each Israeli unit’s move, 
it may violate the no-stacking rule – but only with other 
Israeli units – without penalty or hindrance of any kind.
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8.4 Markers

None of the markers pictured in rule 2.14 count for 
stacking for either side, and they may be placed in any 
hexes according to the rules for their respective uses.

9.0 Zones of Control

9.1 In General

The six hexes immediately surrounding a hex contain-
ing one or more mobile ground units constitute the 
“zone of control” (ZOC) of the units in that hex. Zones of 
control extend across all hexsides, and into and out of 
types of terrain, except  all-lake/all-sea hexes and hex-
sides. All mobile ground units of both sides project their 
ZOC at all times. 

There’s no difference in effect between ZOC projected 
by units of different sides into the same hex. Opposing 
units may simultaneously project their ZOC into the 
same hexes.

9.2 Seas & Lakes & Rivers & Canals

ZOC don’t extend across all-lake or all-sea hexsides. ZOC 
do extend across river and canal hexsides.

9.3 Enemy Zones of Control (EZOC) & Movement 

A moving unit must end its move for that phase when it 
first enters an EZOC. A unit that begins its move already 
in an EZOC may leave that hex, but only by entering  
a hex that doesn’t contain any EZOC, and it must stop 
for that phase as soon as it does enter a hex containing 
an EZOC. Thus units may not move directly from EZOC 
to EZOC. 

The presence of friendly unit in a hex containing an 
EZOC doesn’t negate that EZOC for movement pur-
poses. That means, when this rule is combined with the 
stacking rules given in section 8.0, the Israeli player may 
not use friendly unit presence in an EZOC as a way to 
move other friendly units through that hex.

9.4 EZOC & Advance After Combat

EZOC don’t in any way inhibit or block the ability of 
victorious units advancing-after-combat. See 11.17 for 
details.

9.5 Israeli Probing Attacks

AIC ZOC hexes that are otherwise empty of units may 
be the subject of Israeli “probing attacks.” See 11.19 for 
details.

9.6 Israeli Momentum Attacks

AIC ZOC don’t inhibit or block the ability of victorious 
Israeli units advancing-after-combat from making a mo-
mentum attack. See 11.18 for details.

10.0  Movement  
& Geographic  
Nationality  
Restrictions

10.1 In General

Every ground unit in the game has a movement factor 
that’s based in its type for the Israelis and is determined 
by die roll for the AIC. See 2.10 above for details.

That factor is the number of “movement points” (also 
called “MP,” “movement factors” and “MF”) available to the 
unit to use to move across the hex grid during its side’s 
movement phases in each turn. Units move from hex to 
adjacent hex — no “skipping” of hexes is allowed — pay-
ing varied costs to do so depending on the type of unit 
moving and the terrain in, and water barriers along the 
sides of, the hexes being entered. 

The movement of each player’s ground units takes place 
only during his own side’s movement phases, and no 
enemy movement takes place during your own side’s 
movement phases.

10.2 Limits

MP may not be accumulated from turn to turn or phase 
to phase, nor may they be loaned or given from one 
unit to another. A player may potentially move all, some 
or none of his mobile units in each of his movement 
phases throughout the game. Units that move aren’t 
required to expend all their MP before stopping. The 
movement of each unit must be completed before 
that of another is begun. A player may only change 

ZOC

ZOC

ZOC

ZOC

ZOC

NO 
ZOC

ZONE OF CONTROL
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the position of an already moved unit if his opponent 
agrees to allow it. 

10.3 No Minimum Movement Guarantee

There’s no guaranteed ability for any unit to be able to 
move at least one hex during a movement phase. To 
enter any hex, a moving unit must have sufficient MP 
available to pay all the involved costs or the move may 
not be made. Also note moving units may never enter 
hexes containing enemy static or mobile units.

10.4 Terrain & Water Barriers

There are nine types of terrain and hydrographic fea-
tures on the map. The effects those various features 
have on the movement of units are described below 
and are also summarized on the Terrain Effects Chart 
(TEC) printed on the mapsheet for quick reference dur-
ing play. 

There’s always just one type of movement-governing 
terrain in any given hex. For a hex to be considered 
“clear,” it must be entirely devoid of any other terrain. If a 
hex contains any amount of rough or mash/salt pan it’s 
considered entirely that type of terrain.

Also note, though “marsh” and “salt pans” are in reality 
two different terrains, for our purposes they’re one and 
the same in regard to their effect on movement and 
combat, and so are shown that way on the map.

10.5 Clear Terrain

This is the “base” terrain of the game; it’s 
devoid of any natural features that would 
enhance defense or slow movement at 

this level of operations. Each clear hex costs all ground 
units one MP to enter. All cities are considered to exist in 
hexes that are otherwise clear.

10.6 Rough Terrain

Each rough hex costs most units two MP 
to enter.

10.7 Egyptian Pass Hexes

There are two passes through what would 
otherwise be rough terrain areas in Egypt: 
the Gidi Pass, which runs from 1725 

through 1824 to 1924, and Mitla Pass, which runs from 
1627 to 1926. Units of any nationality moving along 
those pathways may do so paying only one MP per hex.

10.8 Marsh or Salt Pan

The cost for entering any marsh or salt pan 
hex is three MP per hex for all units. 

 
10.9 All-Sea Hexes & Hexsides

No movement or combat is allowed across 
or into these hexes and hexsides. 

 
10.10 River Hexsides

It cost all units an extra MP to cross a river 
hexside. “Extra” means one MP must be 
paid in addition to the cost for entering the 

hex on the other side of the river. For example, a unit 
crossing a river hexside into a rough hex would have to 
pay a total of three MP to make that one-hex move.

10.11 Suez Canal Hexsides

In order to move across a Suez Canal hex-
side, a unit must begin its side’s movement 
phase already in one or the other of its 

bank hexes. From there it may move across to the other 
side, where its move ends for that phase. 
Note that 1426/1525, 1426/1526 and 1218/1318 are canal hexsides. 
Also note ZOC do extend across canal hexsides and that advance after 
combat is allowed across it.

10.12 Cities

The cost for entering any city hex is one 
MP per hex for all units (but see 11.11 in 
regard to the entry of AIC units into Israeli 

city hexes).

10.13 Cumulative Costs

The total movement cost for entering any hex is always 
the sum of all the applicable costs.

10.14 Israeli Column Movement

Israeli units may double their MP whenever they con-
duct a move such that they don’t start, enter anywhere 
along it, or end it in a hex containing an EZOC. The pres-
ence of other Israeli units in EZOC hexes doesn’t serve 
to negate those EZOC for purposes of determining col-
umn movement eligibility. Also see 7.4.
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10.15 Geographic Restrictions

Israeli units may potentially move and fight anywhere 
on the map, but AIC units are restricted – based on 
their nationality and inherent logistical and command-
control considerations – as to where they may do so. 
Note that, as far as is allowed within the geographic 
boundaries given below, AIC units of different nationali-
ties may launch multi-national attacks without suffering 
any penalty.

•		Russian,	Iranian,	Turkish	&	Syrian	Units	may	only	move	
and attack in Lebanon, Syria, Gaza, the West Bank, Jor-
dan and Israel.

•		Egyptian	 Units	 may	 only	 move	 and	 attack	 in	 Egypt,	
Gaza, the West Bank and Israel.

•		The	Chinese	Unit	may	only	move	and	attack	in	hexes	
immediately adjacent to both banks of the Suez Canal, 
the Great Bitter Lake and the Gulf of Suez.

11.0 Combat

11.1 In General

Attacks take place between adjacent opposing units 
during the combat phases in every player turn. At-
tacking is always voluntary; the mere fact of enemy 
adjacency doesn’t necessitate your units launch attacks 
against those enemy units. Both players are always free 
to attack or not, as each chooses on a case by case ba-
sis, during each of his own combat phases in every turn 
throughout the game. The player whose combat phase 
it is, is considered the “attacker” and the other player is 
considered the “defender,” no matter the general situa-
tion across the map.

11.2 Multi-Hex Attacks & Single Hex Defenses

An enemy occupied hex may be attacked in one battle 
by as many of your units as you can bring to bear from 
one, some or all the surrounding hexes; however, no 
more than one hex may ever be the object of any one 
attack.

11.3 Indivisibility of Units

No single attacking unit may have its attack factor di-
vided and applied to more than one battle. Likewise, 
no defending unit may have part of its defense factor 
attacked by one or a few attackers while another part 
is attacked by other units. In general, no attacking unit 

may attack more than once per combat phase, and no 
defending unit may be attacked more than once per 
combat phase — but see 12.22 below for the important 
exception of Israeli “momentum attacks.”

11.4 Attack Sequencing

There’s no arbitrary limit on the number of attacks each 
player may resolve during his combat phases. The at-
tacker need not declare all his attacks beforehand, and 
he may resolve them in any order he wishes, as long as 
the resolution of one is completed before that of the 
next is begun. 

11.5  Combat Procedure & Palestinian  
& Hezbollah Defense Factors

The attacking player should strive to have more at-
tack factors involved in a battle than the defender has 
defense factors. Subtract the defending unit’s defense 
factor and the attacker’s total of AF. That number is the 
“combat differential.”

The defense factor of every Hezbollah and Palestinian 
static unit is determined by die roll each time its at-
tacked. That is, to determine the defense factor of one 
of those units, the AIC player should openly roll a die to 
get a result of one through six for each such defense. 
Also note all normal terrain and other combat consid-
erations are taken into account in these static defenses. 

11.6 Combat Results Table (CRT) Limits
Note: the column headings on the CRT range from “0” to “≥30.” Find the 
column heading that’s closest to the combat differential that was just 
calculated according to rule 11.5 above. For example, if your attack-
ing force contains 5 attack factors, and the defending force contains 3 
defense factors, that battle would be resolved – unless columns shifts 
were also involved; see below – using the “+2” column on the CRT. 

In cases in which the calculated differential doesn’t quite 
make it to a column, even if it’s just one point short, use 
the lower column. For example, if an attack had an ex-
act calculated differential of +9, that battle would be 
resolved using the “+5” column.

11.7 Combat Column Shifts

Combat differentials may be shifted by the terrain in the 
defender’s hex as well as by other factors described be-
low. All applicable shifters are cumulative in their effect. 
That is, in every battle, all applicable shifts are combined 
to get one final left or right shift. Leftward shifts favor 
the defender; rightward shifts favor the attacker.
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11.8 Clear Terrain

Units defending in clear hexes devoid of all other terrain 
features derive no benefit to their defense for terrain 

11.9 Rough Terrain 

Units defending in rough hexes receive a one-column-
left (1L) shift on that account. The presence of a pass in 
rough hex doesn’t negate this shift.

11.10 Lakes & Seas & Rivers & Canals

No combat is allowed across all-lake or all-sea hexes and 
hexsides.

If all the units taking part in an attack are coming across 
river hexsides, shift the combat differential one column 
left on that account. If one or more attacking units are 
coming across a non-river hexside, this defense benefit 
is thereby lost.

If all the units taking part in an attack are coming across 
Suez Canal hexsides, shift the combat differential two 
columns left on that account. If one or more attacking 
units is coming across a non-canal hexside, this defense 
benefit is thereby lost

11.11 Cities & Israeli Intrinsic Garrisons

Shift the odds two columns leftward (2L) when attack-
ing any defenders in a city. Further, the concentric as-
sault attack-bonus shift (see 11.13 below) is never avail-
able when attacking into any city. 

Also note all Israeli cities have an intrinsic defensive gar-
rison that contains one step and has a DF of one. The 
garrisons never attack, nor do they exert ZOC. Further, 
whenever an Israeli mobile unit is in an Israeli city, its 
intrinsic garrison is totally ignored and the defense of 
that place rests solely on that mobile unit. Israeli mobile 
units in Israeli cities do exert ZOC normally.
Note: the rule above means AIC units may never simply move into any 
Israeli city; they may only do so as an advance-after combat (see 11.17 
below).

11.12 Israeli Airpower Combat Support

See 6.5 for details on battles conducted within range of 
an Israeli Airpower marker.

11.13 Concentric Attack

In general, if a defending hex is attacked by units 
in opposite hexes, or by units from three surround-
ing hexes with one hex between each and the next 

attacker-occupied hex, or by units from more than three 
hexes, that attack may be eligible to receive the “con-
centric attack” rightward column shift bonus. The shift 
bonus is one column right (1R) for Israeli attacks against 
Chinese or Russian units, and two right (2R) for Israeli at-
tacks against all other AIC units. The shift is 1R for all AIC 
concentric attacks.

The concentric shift is never awarded for attacks by 
either side into any city. Note this rule doesn’t prohibit 
you from attacking into cities from multi-hex positions 
that would otherwise award you the bonus; you just 
don’t get to apply it.

11.14 Final Combat Resolution

After all applicable shifts have been applied, the attack-
er rolls a die and cross-indexes that result beneath that 
proper differential column on the CRT to get a “combat 
result.” For example, a result of “3” rolled for an attack 
made under the “+15” column yields a result of “1/3.” 

11.15 Combat Results 

Results are given exclusively in terms of steps lost by the 
involved forces in each battle. Results to the left of the 
slash apply to the defender and those to the right of 
it apply to the defender. In the example above, the at-
tacking player would be called on to remove one step 
(grand total) from among his attacking force and the 
defending player would be called on to remove (grand 
total) three steps from his defending unit. 

CONCENTRIC ATTACKS
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Every battle is fully resolved as a discrete event. There’s 
never any carry over of extra unabsorbed step losses 
from battle to battle or phase to phase.

11.16 Apportioning Losses

Within the strictures given above, both players are free 
to apportion their own side’s step losses among his in-
volved attacking units as he sees fit. 
Note, however, in defenses by Israeli mobile units in Israeli cities, if 
that mobile unit is fully eliminated the intrinsic garrison factor doesn’t 
then spring into existence in the instant between the mobile unit’s de-
struction and the possible advance after combat of the victorious AIC 
attacker(s).

11.17 Advance-After-Combat

At the end of every attack, whenever the defender’s hex 
is left empty of all units, the victorious attacking units 
may advance-after-combat into that hex. Stacking limi-
tations must be observed. Such advances aren’t part of 
normal movement; they don’t cost any MP, but advanc-
ing units must still observe normal terrain prohibitions. 
EZOC don’t block advances after combat. 

Advancing-after-combat is an option; it’s never manda-
tory; however, the decision to advance must be made 
immediately after the battle is resolved and before that 
of another is begun. It’s not necessary for advancing at-
tackers to stack-full the newly won hex; the victorious 
player may send just one or a few units. There’s never 
any defender advance-after-combat; victorious defend-
ers and simply hold in place.

Note: that in the case of Israeli intrinsic city garrisons, there’s no actual 
unit-counter that needs to be removed. Any defender combat result of 
“1” or more eliminates the garrison and, provided one or more steps of 
involved AIC attackers remains on the map; an advance after combat 
would thereby end the game under the provision of rule 4.2. In the rare 
case when a garrison factor and its entire attacking AIC force are elimi-
nated within their overall combat result, no advance takes place and 
that city’s intrinsic garrison would be considered back in place during 
later turns’ combat phases. 

11.18 Israeli Momentum Attacks

Israeli attacking units that advance-after-combat may 
attack again immediately (Israeli player’s choice), but 
such “momentum attacks” are always resolved as only 
one hex of attackers versus one hex of defenders. Fur-
ther, the option to launch such an attack must be exer-

cised immediately, prior to starting the resolution of any 
other battle. This is the exception to the one-combat-
per-phase general limit given above in 11.1. 

Also note there are never any serial momentum attacks. 
That is, even if a given momentum attack is successful 
in clearing another defended hex, and that victorious 
attacking unit advances-after-combat again, it would 
then not be allowed to make yet another momentum 
attack that same phase. 

Finally, also note the Israeli 1R shift for prepared assaults 
is never available for momentum attacks, no matter the 
phase sequence in use. In all other ways, momentum 
attacks are resolved as normal combat.

ADVANCE AFTER COMBAT

ISRAELI MOMENTUM ATTACKS

MOMENTUM

NORMAL

ADVANCE
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11.19 Israeli Probing Attacks

If an Israeli mobile unit is located such that it’s imme-
diately adjacent to one or more hexes containing AIC 
units and other hexes that contain only AIC ZOC, the 
Israeli player may decide to attack into an empty-but-
EZOC-containing hex in a procedure known as a “prob-
ing attack.” 

Probing attacks are conducted using the same general 
procedures as regular attacks, with the important ex-
ceptions no differential calculation process is undertak-
en and neither side can suffer any step loss. Instead, the 
Israeli player simply announces the probing attack and 
then makes an advance-after-combat into the probed 
hex. 

Momentum attacks may be conducted as probing at-
tacks, and the advance resulting from an initial probing 
attack may be used to create the opportunity for a mo-
mentum attack. Note, though, no Israeli unit may make 
more than one probing attack and one momentum at-
tack, in either order, per Israeli Combat Phase or under 
the provision of rule 7.5. 

Israeli units that used column movement (see 10.14) 
during a turn in which its side used the move-fight se-
quence may not make a probing attack any time that 
turn. Similarly, Israeli units that make a probing attack 
during a turn in which their side used the fight-move 
sequence may not use column movement that turn.

PROBE

PROBE

ISRAELI PROBING ATTACKS
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